
USCIS District 34 Great Lakes / Midwest  

Stakeholder’s Meeting – 03/31/2022 

UNOFFICIAL MINUTES 

• Carissa L. Sheffler, Deputy District Director: 
o With lower levels of Covid transmission, USCIS has been able to increase in-person 

engagements, so additional interviews are being scheduled now.  
• Kevin J. Riddle, Field Office Director: 

o Updates: 
1. Adopting CDC guidance – Cook County is in green, so masks are not required at 

the Chicago Field Office, and social distancing is not needed. They are 
approaching normal operations in Chicago. People can certainly wear masks if 
they want to, and offices continue to have barriers, but officers don’t need to 
wear masks. Could change in the future if move to yellow or red.  

2. Doing many special naturalization ceremonies (Auditorium Theater, 
Northwestern University, Coronado Theater in Rockford). Will continue doing 
them in near future, possibly some outside in warmer months.  

3. Majority of ceremonies will continue to take place in federal court, which still 
requires masking and smaller groups.  

4. For the rest of FY 2022, they will be conducting N-400 interviews on 3 out of 4 
Saturdays per month.  

o Q&A from pre-submitted questions: 
1. Procedure for requesting emergency AP: 

• Must be routed through 1-800 number to be scheduled at the local office.  
• Can file w/ Service Center w/ request for emergency 

2. Procedure for attending ASC appointment ahead of or at a different place than 
noted on the ASC appointment notice: 

• This has loosened since earlier in the pandemic and will return to 
flexibility as pre-covid. 

• Will do best to accommodate if need to go earlier or elsewhere. No policy 
to turn people away. Bring your appointment letter and explain reason 
for accommodation. 

3. What payments can be made on the automatic payment machine? 
• File at self-service kiosk, which is located on first floor near security. Can 

pay for EOIR filings there 
4. Other than e-mail, any way to communicate with officers? 

• No specialized mailboxes that used to have 
• Want to standardize process for inquiries through contact center 
• With change in administration, there may be other mechanisms for 

communicating with the local office, but not at this time.  
• If here at the facility, can direct communication to floor supervisor.  
• Can raise general questions at stakeholder meetings. 

5. Policy for waiving interviews for asylum, fiancées, EB, non-spousal AOS, other? 
• Can waive on case-by-case basis after reviewing the evidence, which is 

outlined in the policy manual Vol. 7, Ch. 5 



• Local office doesn’t really evaluate these. Instead, they come to them 
already determined whether an interview is needed. 

6. AOS filed w/medical before Covid vaccine was required, will USCIS require it now? 
• No. No need to update covid vaccine for AOS filed before Oct. 2020. But, 

if medical is incomplete or incorrect and a new medical is needed, then 
the applicant must be vaccinated. 

7. What should an applicant do if filed N-400 months ago but did not receive 
biometrics or a biometrics waiver notice?  

• Some will not receive biometrics b/c prior biometrics was used.  
• Check processing time to see if need to do inquiry through contact center.  

8. What if an applicant has filed 2+ inquiries for cases that are outside of processing 
times? 

• Acknowledged that there may be frustration with the contact center, but 
if submit multiple inquiries, cases do get elevated and local office does 
see communications from the contact center.  

9. N-600K interview notices: 
• These will be mailed to applicant and attorney, but they are also available 

in the myUSCIS online account.  
10. Inquiries from Congressional offices have increased, is there any reason to 

account for such a significant increase: 
• Many inquiries are related to delays from the pandemic.  
• Optimistic that now that operations are more normal, processing times 

will improve and inquiries will decrease. 
11. Cases interviewed 6-12 months ago with no decision. What is timeline? 

• Processing time is 12-16.5 months on their website.  
• Looking to reduce processing times, but pandemic slowed them down. 
• Additionally, staffing challenges, but now well positioned to improve.  
• If beyond published cycle times, make an inquiry through contact center. 

12. Who is the proper contact for cases that were administratively closed due to 
pending criminal case, which is now final? 

• Reach out to the contact center or submit a motion to reopen letter, 
along with evidence of final disposition directly to the field office to 
attention of adjudications unit for a “service motion to reopen.” 

13. 319(b), what to expect for expeditious naturalization? How long before interview 
is scheduled? Can interview occur on same day or next day? 

• These cases are first screened by supervisor to see if an interview should 
be scheduled. 

• These filings are treated as expedited adjudications and scheduled 
accordingly. 

• If encounter such a case, will make sure routed to officer who has 
experience with these cases. 

• If approved, can schedule next business day. Contact Naturalization 
Branch Chief, Paul Phillips.  

14. Are same day oath ceremonies possible in Chicago? 
• No. NDIL (Northern District of Illinois) has taken exclusive jurisdiction 

over oath ceremonies so not able to do them at USCIS  



• Understands that other jurisdictions can do it because they have 
jurisdiction. Here, the NDIL has taken jurisdiction from USCIS. 

15. ADIT stamp challenges? 
• Process is to go through contact center, which he realizes can be difficult. 

Need to get to Tier 2 officer. 
• Confirmed that they are doing them every day, so keep following up with 

contact center because ADIT appointments are beings scheduled.  
 
Presentation from the EEOC (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission): 

• Maria Flores, Outreach Coordinator - EEOC Chicago District: Overview of Employment 
Discrimination & National Origin Issues  

o Undocumented workers are able to file complaints and have the same rights (including 
confidentiality) as documented workers, except they cannot be reinstated in employment 
if no work authorization.  

o Increase in budget this fiscal year to help with overwhelming demand and delays in 
investigations. 

o Investigation timelines vary on a case-by-case basis, depending on complexity. Class 
actions take longer, possibly years, especially if the EEOC has to subpoena information.  

o National origin discrimination (on basis of ethnicity) includes discrimination: 
1. because of a person’s place of origin or where his/her ancestors come from, or  
2. because a person has characteristics of a certain group (language, accent, 

ancestry, race, other characteristics) or  
3. because of a belief or a perception that a person are part of a certain group (even 

if they are not). Can also be due to association b/c of their association to other 
people (school, organization, religion, etc.) Also includes citizenship 
discrimination.  

o IRCA violations are enforced by DOJ’s Office of Immigration Discrimination.  
o Organizations and other workers are able to file a complaint on behalf of someone else, 

such as if a person is scared to come forward.  
o Contact: Maria.flores@eeoc.gov, she will e-mail the presentation to all attendees.  
o U visa certification – EEOC can do it, not sure if there’s a specific person, but legal unit 

investigates these and is able to issue U certification 
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